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Overview of Excel Power Pivot & Power BI Desktop?

**Choice between: Excel Power Pivot & Power BI Desktop**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excel Power Pivot:</th>
<th>Power BI Desktop:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Power Query, Columnar Database, Relationships, DAX Formulas are almost</td>
<td>1. Power Query, Columnar Database, Relationships, DAX Formulas are almost identical in both.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identical in both.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. PivotTable Report is what you want</td>
<td>2. More varied Visualizations and Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Have Excel Worksheets to compliment Data Model PivotTable Reports that allow you</td>
<td>3. Visualizations and Reports are interactive (one can filter the other)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freedom to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Work in cells, not columns and tables</td>
<td>4. You can publish Visualizations and Reports, so they can be consumed on any device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Have any of the other Excel features to compliment Data Model PivotTables</td>
<td>5. Table DAX Formulas can be part of the Data Model as a Table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Familiar with Excel.</td>
<td>6. DAX Formulas calculate more quickly in Power BI because they are calculated using DAX which allows parallel processors to work on calculations. This matters for big data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. DAX Formula calculate more slowly in Excel because they are calculated with MDX, which uses only one processor at a time.</td>
<td>7. PBID gets updates each month &amp; sometimes we get DAX Formulas or other features that aren’t in Excel (why we can’t create Data Model in PBID &amp; open in Excel, but reverse is possible).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approximate History of Power BI Desktop:

i. Power Pivot with the Columnar Database, DAX Formulas, Relationships and Data Model PivotTables were debuted as an add-in to Excel in 2009
ii. Power Query was debuted as an Add-in for Excel in 2013
iii. Power View & Power Map were add-ins in Excel also
iv. All these Power Tools were refined in Excel between 2009 and 2015.
v. Then in 2015 Microsoft combined all these tools together in one tool and gave it away for free. This tool was called Power BI Desktop.

Power BI Desktop is a free download that accomplished these goals:

i. We can import, transform and clean data and load it to the Power BI Desktop Data Model.
ii. We can build relationships between tables.
iii. We can build DAX Measures, DAX Calculated Columns and DAX Tables for the Data Model.
iv. There are tabs in our Power BI File and each tab contains a set of tables, visualizations, formatting, filters and other visual elements that together are a single Tab or Page.
v. All of the Tabs (Pages) together are called the report.
vi. The report can be published to powerbi.com.
vii. From the published report at powerbi.com, we can:

1. View and interact with the report on any device.
2. Print parts of our report.
3. Download “.pbix” file.
4. Edit the report or create new reports.
5. Get embed code to use in a web site.
6. Export as a PowerPoint Slide Show.
7. Share with others who have an e-mail.
8. Pin Multiple Tabs from multiple Reports to an online Power BI Dashboard.
• Different Versions of Power BI (Different Power BI Products) Available from Microsoft:

1) Microsoft website link for Power BI Products:

2) Versions of Power BI (Different Power BI Products):
   i. Power BI Desktop
      1. Price: Free
      2. Connect to hundreds of data sources
      3. Clean and prepare data using visual tools
      4. Analyze and build reports with custom visualizations
      5. Publish to the powerbi.com
      6. Can share “.pbix” file so others with the “free” Power BI Desktop can view.
      7. Create Web Embed Code you can post at Public website.

   ii. Power BI Pro
       1. $9.99, per user, per month
       2. Build dashboards that deliver a 360-degree, real-time view of the business
       3. Keep data up-to-date automatically, including on-premises sources
       4. Collaborate on shared data
       5. Audit and govern how data is accessed and used
       6. Package content and distribute to users with apps
       7. Publish to powerbi.com and have others view on any device.
       8. From published report viewers can download Data Model into Excel or as a “.pbix” file. (Implicit Measures will not download into an Excel file).

   iii. Power BI Premium
       1. Price: Negotiated per node, per month
       2. Share data with users inside and outside your organization without purchasing a per-user license
       3. Allocate, control, and manage your dedicated server capacity
       4. Unlock higher limits for Pro users with datasets up to 10 GB and refresh up to 48 times per day
       5. Access interactive and paginated reports online or use Power BI Report Server for on-premises reporting
       6. Deploy in the geographic region of your choice

• Download Power BI Desktop:
      1. When you want to update each month, you have to re-download and re-install.
      1. This download will automatically update each month.

• Great YouTube Channels with more information:
   Fellow YouTubers:
      1. Avi Singh - PowerBIPro: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRNmSv7mAPYiC0Y40TjijAw
      2. Guy In A Cube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFp1vaKzpfoGai0vE5VJ0w
      3. Curbal: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ7UhloHSA4wAqPzyi6T0kw
• DAX Formula Basics
  i. Types of DAX Formulas:
     1. Calculated Columns:
        i. Make Row-by-Row Calculations for a Table.
        ii. Used to Calculate: Numbers in a Fact Table, Attributes in Dimension Tables, Helper Columns.
     2. Measures:
        i. Where we use Measures: Calculation area of Visuals, In other DAX Formulas.
        ii. Goal of Measures: Measuring the health or performance of Entity. Examples: Total Revenue, Ave Daily Revenue
        iii. Where we create Measures: In Power BI Desktop, we select a Table in Data View or Report View, then in the Modeling Ribbon Tab, in the Calculations group we click the New Measure button.
     3. Table Formulas:
        i. Table formulas, like CALENDAR, CALCULATETABLE and FILTER deliver a table of values.
        ii. Examples:
            1. The DAX Table Function CALCULATETABLE can be used in a Measure.
            2. The DAX Table Function CALENDAR can be used to create a Date Table.
  ii. Conventions for DAX Formulas:
     1. For DAX Formulas, we must type our formula out in the Formula Bar.
     2. When you refer to a Field from a table (Column from a table), use the Table Name followed by the Field Name in Square Brackets. Example: Table[Field Name]
     3. When you use a Measure in a DAX Formula, use Measure Name in Square Brackets. Example: [Measure]. Why? So we know, when we see a Measure in a formula, that a hidden CALCULATE Function is present, and may have an impact on whether Context Transition occurs.
  iii. Tricks for creating DAX Formulas in Formula Bar:
     1. If you want to create the DAX Formula on different lines, use Shift + Enter to create a new line and Tab to indent the formula line.
     2. You can zoom in the Formula Bar by using Ctrl and Rolling the Wheel on your Mouse.
  iv. Row Context:
     1. In a Calculated Column or in an Iterator Function, the formula can see each row in the table and make a Row-By-Row Calculation.
  v. Filter Context:
     1. When a Measure is dropped into an Excel PivotTable or a Power BI Visualization, the Conditions/Criteria/Filters flow into the Measure and the Fact Table is filtered down to just the records that match the conditions of the calculation. This helps DAX Formulas to calculate quickly on Big Data.
     2. CALCULATE function can change the Filter Context, and it can perform Context Transition, converting Row Context into an equivalent Filter Context.
  vi. Explicit or Implicit Measures?
     1. Explicit = We Author Measure.
     2. Implicit Measure = Drag and drop into PivotTable or Power BI Visualization.
     4. In Power BI Desktop, if you use Implicit Measures and Publish Report to powerbi.com, then if you download into Excel, the Implicit Measures do not show up.
     5. Explicit Measures give us the control over the name, formatting and what functions are used in the Measure. Explicit Functions are easier because they allow us to use them over and over.
• List of Charts and Visualizations for your Dashboard (Review from prerequisite classes Busn 216 & 218):
  i. What do Visualizations do?
     1. Visually portray quantitative data (number data).
     2. Give a quick impression of the number data.
     3. Create a picture that can communicate more quickly than just the numbers alone.
     4. Allow you to see patterns or trends that you may not be able to see looking at just numbers.
     5. Allows you to make relative comparisons more quickly than if you are using a table.
  ii. Types of Visualizations:
     1. Tables: Field Names in First Row and Records in Rows. Use when you want to see the individual numbers rather than a quick visual impression.
     2. Matrix: Cross Tabulated Table with Row and Column Criteria and an intersecting calculation based on Row and Column Criteria.
     3. Column: Use to compare differences across categories. Height of column conveys number.
     5. Stacked Column/Bar: Good for displaying crosstabulation, emphasis on horizontal axis categories.
     6. Clustered Column/Bar: Good for displaying crosstabulation, emphasis on legend categories.
     7. Histogram: Chart used for counting numbers between a lower and upper limit. No gap between column indicates that there are no numbers between the upper and lower limit.
     8. Line: Use to show trend for a number variable over a category such as time.
     9. Combination Chart: Combine different chart types such as Column and Line.
     10. X-Y Scatter: Used to show relationship between two number variables (x and y variables).
     11. Break Even Chart: Specific type of X-Y Scatter Chart that shows the break-even cross over lines for Revenue and Costs.
     13. Cards: Text box that can display Measures
     14. Maps: Used for geographic data, like sales by zip code, sates, or country.
  iii. Effective Charts:
     1. Include number data AND labels for the number data.
     2. No “Chart Junk”.
        i. Chart Junk means chart elements like:
           1. Unnecessary Repetition.
           2. Chart elements that do not contribute to the message.
           3. Chart elements that make the chart look busy:
              i. Too many different colors
              ii. Patterns that are distracting.
           4. 3-D effects that are not necessary and can be misleading
  iv. Dashboards:
     1. Dashboard:
        i. Data Visualization that presents useful information and metrics and will update automatically when new data become available.
        ii. Dashboards may contain: Tables, Charts, Data Validation, Pictures, Other visualizations of Data
     2. Effective Dashboards:
        i. Presents timely summary data, metrics or key performance indicators (KPI).
        ii. Metrics/KPIs should be useful for the user/decision maker
        iii. Dashboard should inform rather than overwhelm
        iv. Should call attention to unusual metrics/KPIs that require attention or are of interest
• Picture of Final Dashboards Created in this Power BI Project:

• Overriding Steps for our Project:
  1. Import, Clean Transform Data using Power Query.
  2. Create Date Table with DAX Formulas.
  3. Create Relationships.
  5. Hide Items (Columns, Tables, Measures) that are needed as part of Data Modeling Steps, but not needed in Reporting View.
  6. Power Query to Refine Data Model by Editing Queries.
  7. Create Dashboards (Visualizations, Tables, Slicers) on as many Tabs as we want.
  8. Publish Power BI “.pbix” File.
  9. Refresh Data.
Specific steps For Project:
1) Open a blank Power BI File and the Power BI Window looks like this:

- Title Bar shows Untitled Power BI Desktop Report File
- Modeling Tab is where we go to author DAX Formulas.
- Report View Icon
- Data (Table) View Icon
- Relationship View Icon
- External Group is Power Query
- These options for Tables, Slicers, Visualizations and Cards
- "Fields" – this is where we drop Fields & Measures (this is like Row & Column Area of a PivotTable.)
- "Format" or "Paint Roller" – this is where we go to format Tables, Slicers, Visualizations and Cards
- White area is our Report Canvas
- This is where our Tables, Fields and Measures will be listed for Dragging & Dropping into Tables & Visualizations
2) **Save As** keyboard in Power BI Desktop is the same as in Office: F12. We will name the Power BI File: “016-MSPTDA-IntroToPowerBI”.

3) **Import Multiple CSV Files.** The Fact Table Data we need to import is coming from multiple CSV (Comma Separated Values) Files. We need to import these tables and append them into a single Fact Table. The initial files we need to import and append look like this:

![Multiple CSV Files](image)

4) The individual CSV files look like this:

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISO Date</td>
<td>ProductID</td>
<td>SalesRep</td>
<td>UnitsSold</td>
<td>Discount</td>
<td>COGSTotal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2017/12/28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>131,058,285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2017/01/18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>675,427,7925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2017/01/12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>708,257,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2017/12/22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>74,890,420,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2017/11/09</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>60,912,247,03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2017/12/24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>511,903,1691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2017/11/19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>76,829,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2017/04/28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>953,309,1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>05/04/21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>953,309,1899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) To start our Import & Transformation of the CSV files into a single Appended Proper Data Set, we go to the Home Ribbon Tab, then in the “External data” group, we click the Get Data dropdown arrow, then click on “More...”
6) In the Get Data dialog box, select the option for “Folder”, then click the “Connect” button.

7) In the Folder dialog box, navigate to the correct “Start” Folder that contains the initial four CSV files, then click OK.

8) In the next dialog box, click “Edit”.
9) **Power Query Editor Window.** The below picture is what the Power Query window looks like in Power BI Desktop. On the left we see our list of queries we have created in our Power BI file (so far we only have one query). In the middle we see the list of files and attributes about each file. On the right, in the Query Settings Pane, we see the Query name and the list of Applied Steps (so far we only have one step). Name this Query “fTransactions”. The name of the Query is also the name of the Appended Table that will be loaded into the Columnar Database in the Data Model in this Power BI Desktop File.

![Power Query Editor Window](image)

- List of Queries in the Power BI file (so far we only have one query)
- Name this Query “fTransactions”
- List of Queries in the Power BI file (so far we only have one query)
10) If we look at the Extensions Column in the previous picture and consider that the folder that contains these files will only have “.csv” files and that each of the extensions are in lowercase letters, we do not need to make any transformations on the Extensions column like we did earlier in this class.

11) **Combine Files in Power Query.** The Content Column is the column that contains a new “.csv” file for each row. We do not need any of the remaining columns with file attributes, and so to remove all columns except for the Content Column, we right-click the Content Column and click on Remove Other Columns.

12) The Double Downward Pointing Arrow button at the Top-Right of the Content Column is the “Combine Files” button. When we click this button, Power Query will ask us what the Delimiter is, and then, after we indicate what the delimiter is, it will build a custom Power Query Function that will be used for each row in the Content column to extract the text file and convert it into a Proper Data Set. Power Query will then use the Custom Function on each row to create a Proper Data Set, and then it will append all the tables into a single Proper Data Set (Table).

13) After clicking the “Combine Files” button, the next dialog box asks what Delimiter the files use. For us, the correct Delimiter is a comma. After you select the Delimiter, click the OK button.
14) After we select our Delimiter and click the OK button:

1] Power Query will build a custom Power Query Function that can be used for each row in the Content column to extract the text file as a Proper Data Set.

2] Power Query will use the Custom Function for each row.

3] Power Query will append all the tables into a single Proper Data Set (Table).

4] Power Query will perform a number of steps in order to append the tables, including the last step to add the correct Data Type to each column.
15) The top three rows of the final Appended fTransactions table is pictured below. But we need to perform two remaining data cleaning tasks for this table: we must 1) convert the ISO Date to a proper date and 2) then round the COGS Numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISO Date</th>
<th>ProductID</th>
<th>SalesRep</th>
<th>UnitsSold</th>
<th>Discount</th>
<th>COGSTotal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20171228</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>131.0582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20170118</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>675.4277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20170112</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>708.2377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16) Convert the ISO Dates to Proper Dates:
1) Click the "1 2 3" Data Type Icon in the ISO Date Column Header Upper-Left
2) From the dropdown click the Data Type "Text"
3) In the “Change Column Type” dialog box, click “Replace Current”
4) Click the “A B C” Data Type Icon in the ISO Date Column Header Upper-Left
5) From the dropdown click the Data Type “Date”
6) In the “Change Column Type” dialog box, click “Add New Step”
17) Double Click the “ISO Date” Field Name, Type new Field Name “Date”, then hit Enter.

18) **Round COGS Field**: Right-click COGSTotal Field Name, point to “Transform”, Then “Round”, then click on “Round…”

19) In the Round dialog box, type 2, then click OK.

20) In the Power Query Applied Steps List, here are the Final Steps for our Import and Transformation:

21) **Close & Apply**. To Load the Appended Table to the Power BI Columnar Database in the Data Model, click the “Close & Apply” button in the Close group in the Home Ribbon Tab.

**Close & Apply:**
- **Close** = Close Power Query Editor.
- **Apply** = Apply Applied Steps in Query.
22) **Data Icon.** In the Power Query Editor Window, on the Far-Left Side, click the “Data” Icon Button (Really this Icon should be called “Tables Icon”).

In the Power BI Window, on the Far-Left Side, click the “Data” Icon Button.

This Button should have been named “Tables” because this is the button we click to get a preview of the tables that are loaded to the Power BI - Data Model - Columnar Database.

23) This is what the Loaded, Appended fTransactions Table (Proper data Set) looks like:

With “Data” Icon selected, we can preview tables in Data Model.

Table Name with Field Names listed below.
24) Important Notes about Date & Number Fields in Power BI Tables.

1) Below is a picture of the fTransactions Table and Field Names:

   ![Image of fTransactions Table and Field Names]

   1] The Sigma Icon (SUM Icon) is misleading because it looks similar to the Icon for a Measure in Power Pivot.
   2] In Power BI Desktop, this Sigma Icon means that there are numbers in these fields.
   3] These Number Fields should NOT be dragged to Reports for summary calculations because it will create Implicit Measures.

2) Taking a close-up look of the Table Name and Field Names, we notice:

   1. A Table Icon appears to the left of the Table Name.
   2. The Date Field does not show an Icon to the Left of the Field Name.

      i. Date Fields from Fact Tables should not be dragged into Tables and Visuals because each time you do this a Hidden Date Table is created by Power BI Desktop.
      ii. Hidden Date Tables are NOT efficient because every time you drag a Date Field from Fact Table to Tables and Visuals you run the risk of creating multiple unnecessary Date Tables.
      iii. As we will see (and as we saw last video), it is much more efficient to create our own specific Date table with our own specific date logic; and more importantly, here in Power BI Desktop, by creating a single Date table and Marking it as a Date table, we avoid the build-up of multiple unnecessary Date tables.
      iv. Later we will have to hide any Date Fields in the Fact Table from the Report View, just as we hid the Date Field in the Fact Table in Excel Power Pivot.
      v. Rule for Date Fields from Fact Tables: We do not want to drag and drop Date Fields from Fact Tables into Tables or Visualizations.

3. The Fields that contain Numbers have a misleading Sigma Icon (SUM Icon) on the left of the Field Name. In Power BI Desktop this icon means that there are numbers in the column. This Icon is misleading for two reasons:

   i. The first reason the Sigma Icon is misleading is because it is similar to the Icon used in Excel Power Pivot for Measures. This means that the Sigma icon in Excel Power Pivot indicates a “Measure”, but in Power BI Desktop it indicates that the Field contains Numbers.
   ii. The second reason it is misleading is because it indirectly suggests that a Power BI Report Builder should drag these columns into the Tables and Visualizations that are being built. If we drag these number Fields into Tables and Visualizations, an Implicit Measure will be created. As we Studied in last video, Implicit Measures are inefficient.
   iii. Later we will have to hide the Fact Table Number Fields from the Report View, just as we hide the Fact Table Number Fields from Client View in Excel Power Pivot.
   iv. Rule for Number Fields with Sigma Icons: We do not want to drag and drop Number Fields from Fact Tables into Tables or Visualizations.
25) **Import Dimension Tables from a Single Excel File.** In the Excel file with the name “016-MSPTDA-Excel.xlsx”, we have these Dimension Tables:

1) **dSalesRep Excel Table.**
   - We will connect this Dimension Table with the Fact Table in a One-To-Many Relationship so we can use the SalesRep and Region Fields as Conditions / Criteria / Filters for our Reports.

2) **dProduct Excel Table.**
   - The dProduct Table contains two Foreign Keys (CategoryID & SupplierID) that connect in a One-To-Many Relationship with the dCategory and dSupplier tables. After we import all three tables, we will use Power Query to pull the Category Field from the dCategory table and the Supplier Field from the dSupplier Table into the dProduct Table so that we can have a proper Star Schema Data Model.
   - We will connect the dProduct Dimension Table with the Fact Table in a One-To-Many Relationship so we can use various Fields as Conditions / Criteria / Filters for our Reports, and so we can use the Retail Price DAX Formulas to calculate Revenue.

3) **dCategory Excel Table.**
   - Using Power Query, we will merge this table into the dProduct Table.

4) **dSupplier Excel Table.**
   - Using Power Query, we will merge this table into the dProduct Table.

After we Import all four tables, We will use Power Query to Merge the two Snow Flake Dimension Tables into the dProducts Table.
26) To import the Dimension Tables from the Excel Workbook, we go to the Power BI Desktop Home Ribbon Tab, then in the “External data” group, we click the Get Data dropdown arrow, then click on the Excel option (first item in list).

![Get Data dropdown arrow](image)

Import Excel Objects from Excel Workbook file.

27) In the Open dialog box, select the Excel Workbook file named “016-MSPTDA-Excel.xlsx”. Click Open.

![Select file and click Open.](image)

28) In the Navigator dialog box, check the Excel Objects that you want. For this project check the four Dimension Tables. Then click Edit to bring the four tables into the Power Query Editor.

1] Note: There are multiple potential Excel Objects that can appear in this Navigator dialog box including Excel Table Objects and Sheet Objects. You will have to be aware of what objects are in the Excel Workbook File and select the objects that you want to import accordingly.

![Navigator dialog box](image)

Check Dimension Tables

Click Edit to bring the four tables into the Power Query Editor
29) **Verify Dimension Tables imported correctly & have the correct Data Type for each Field.** In the Power Query Editor, we can see that there are four new Queries listed in the Queries Pane on the Left: dCategory, dProduct (the one selected in the picture), dSalesRep and dSupplier. On the Right in the Query Settings Pane, we can see the name of the Query and Applied Steps for the dProduct Query. One by one, you MUST check each Query to verify that the Query Name is adequate, and that the Applied Steps have added the correct Data Type for each column in each table. For each Query name, the inherited Excel Table name is sufficient. For example, “dProduct” is the inherited Excel Table name and that is a good name for the Query and for the resulting table that will be imported into the Data Model.
30) **Merge Snow Flake Dimension Tables into dProduct Table.** Follow these steps to Merge the dCategory and dSupplier tables into the dProduct table:

1) Select the dProduct table in the Query Pane
2) In the Combine group, in the Home Ribbon Tab, click the Merge Queries dropdown, then from the dropdown menu click on Merge Queries.

3) In the Merge dialog box click the CategoryID column in the Top Table
4) For the Bottom Table select dCategory from the dropdown arrow.
5) Click on the CategoryID column in the Bottom Table.
6) Click OK.
7] The Merge process added a new column named dCategory. Click the dCategory Expand Arrow.
8] Un-check everything except for the dCategory column.
9] Click OK.

10] Because we ONLY need the dCategory & dSupplier tables for part of our Power Query Transformation, and because we do NOT want to load the two tables to the Data Model, we must right-click each of the two Queries (dCategory & dSupplier) in the Query Pane on the left, then uncheck “Enable load”.

8] Un-check everything except for the dCategory column

7] Click the dCategory Expand Arrow

9] Click OK

10] Right-click each of the two Queries (dCategory & dSupplier) in the Query Pane on the left, then uncheck “Enable load”
31) Below is a picture of the Transformed dProduct table. On the left in the Queries Pane, we can see that there is one Fact Table (fTransactions), two Dimension Tables (dProduct & dSalesRep) and the dCategory & dSupplier, which are italicized and will NOT be loaded to the Data Model. On the right you can see the completed Applied Steps for the dProduct table.

32) To Close and Load the Dimension Tables to the Columnar Database in the Data Model, click the Close and Apply button in the Close group in the Power Query Home Ribbon Tab.

Clicking Close & Apply will apply Query changes, load tables to Data Model and close the Power Query window.
33) **View Tables in the Power BI Desktop window:**

1. To View the three tables loaded to the Data Model, click the Data Icon on the Far-Left in the Power BI Desktop window.
2. In the Fields Pane on the right, you can select tables to view.

---

**Clicking Data Icon (really should be names Tables Icon) allows you to see tables that have been loaded to the Data Model.**

**Click on Table Name to view table.**
**Click Expand triangle to reveal Fields below tables.**
34) **Relationships.** To create or view Relationships between tables, click the Relationships Icon on the Far-Left.

1) **Why Relationships exist in Data Model:**
   1. Relationships allow us to see Multiple Tables in Report View so that we can:
      i. Drag and drop Fields from Dimension Tables as Filters for the Measures in our Reports and Visualizations.
      ii. Drag and Drop Measures from our Fact tables into Reports and Visualizations.
   2. Relationships allow DAX Formulas to access a table on the other side of a Relationship, whether we need to retrieve a single item from the One-Side or many items from the Many-Side.
   3. A crucial reason that Relationships exist are so they can Transfer a Filter from a Dimension Table to a Fact Table to help facilitate faster DAX Measure Calculation Time.

![Diagram](image.png)

Clicking **Relationship Icon** allows you to view Relationships between tables, or to Drag and Drop Fields to create Relationships.
35) **New Relationships View with Properties & Better Selection Capability.** If you have the November 2018 Update (or later version), there are some additional features in Relationship View. Below is a picture of the Beta Version (Nov 2018). The new features and abilities are:

1) Properties Pane where you can type a Description and change other properties. These properties help to refine and document the Data Model.
2) Fields Pane which shows list of Table and Field names.
3) As seen in the picture below, this new Relationships View, allows us to easily select multiple Fields and then simultaneously perform actions on the columns. (Selecting multiple columns was not possible in earlier versions of Power BI Desktop). Later we will use this feature to Hide Columns. In the below picture we were able to select all the columns in the fTransactions table.

4) Another new feature in the new Relationships View is the Plus Tab Icon at the bottom, where we can create a view of just part of the Data Model by dragging and dropping tables into the gray area. This can be useful in complicated Data Models when you want to examine a particular section of a Large Data Model.

36) In a Data Model we need a Date Table (Calendar Table) for these reasons:
   1. Date Table Provides Date Attributes that we can use as Filters for our Reports.
      i. We want DAX Formulas to work on (iterate over) a unique list in the first column of the Dimension Table, rather than a full column in a Fact Table.
      ii. We need the benefit of having a Dimension Table that can filter the Fact Table (so DAX Formulas can calculate over a smaller set of numbers).
      iii. Time Intelligence Functions (like TOTALYTD, SAMEPERIODLASTYEAR and DATEADD) require a Date Table.
   2. Date Dimension Table must have these characteristics:
      i. Unique List in First Column for every possible day for every given year in the Date Column in the Fact Table (so Time Intelligence Functions work correctly, like for DATEADD function).
      ii. Must Mark as Date Table (So Automatic Grouping Feature in Data Model will be disabled).
37) List of DAX Formulas used to create Date Table:

1. DAX Calculated Table:

\[
\text{dDate} = \\
\text{CALENDAR} ( \\
\text{DATE} \ ( \text{YEAR} \ ( \text{MIN} \ ( \text{fTransactions[Date]}) \ ), \ 1, \ 1), \\
\text{DATE} \ ( \text{YEAR} \ ( \text{MAX} \ ( \text{fTransactions[Date]}) \ ), \ 12, \ 31 )) \\
\]

2. DAX Calculated Columns:

\[
\text{MonthNumber} = \text{MONTH}(\text{dDate}[\text{Date}]) \\
or \\
\text{MonthNumber} = \text{dDate}[\text{Date}].[\text{MonthNo}] \\
\]

\[
\text{Month} = \\
\text{FORMAT}(\text{dDate}[\text{Date}]."mmm") \\
\]

\[
\text{Year} = \text{YEAR}(\text{dDate}[\text{Date}]) \\
or \\
\text{Year} = \text{dDate}[\text{Date}].[\text{Year}] \\
\]

\[
\text{Quarter} = \text{ROUNDP}(\text{dDate}[\text{MonthNumber}]/3,0) \\
or \\
\text{Quarter} = \text{dDate}[\text{Date}].[\text{QuarterNo}] \\
\]

\[
\text{Fiscal Quarter} = \\
\text{IF}(\text{dDate[Quarter]=1,4,\text{dDate[Quarter]}-1}) \\
\]

\[
\text{Fiscal Year} = \\
\text{IF}(\text{dDate[Quarter]=1,\text{dDate[Year]}-1,\text{dDate[Year]}}) \\
\]

\[
\text{Fiscal Period} = \\
"Q" \ & \ d\text{Date[Fiscal Quarter]} \\
& \ "-" \\
& \ \text{RIGHT}(\text{dDate[Fiscal Year]}, \ 2) \\
\]

\[
\text{SortFiscalPeriod} = \\
\text{dDate[Fiscal Year]} \ \ast \ 10 \\
+ \ \text{dDate[Fiscal Month]} \\
\]

38) Steps to create Date Table using CALENDAR DAX Table Function & Calculated Columns:

i. On Left side of Power BI Desktop Window, click on Data Icon.
ii. Click on the Modeling Ribbon Tab.
iii. In the Calculations group, click the New Table button.
iv. In the Formula Bar we can create a Dynamic Date Table that will automatically create a column of dates for every possible day for every given year in the Fact Table Date Column with the formula shown in the below picture. The explanation of how the formulas works is listed here:

1. Note:
   i. If you want to create the DAX Formula on different lines, use Shift + Enter to create a new line and Tab to indent the formula line.
   ii. You can zoom in the Formula Bar by using Ctrl and Rolling the Wheel on your Mouse.

2. The DAX CALENDAR function is a Table Function that requires a Start Date and an End Date and will deliver a unique list of all dates between the Start and End Date. This Column of dates will be our Primary Key that we can use to build a One-to-Many Relationship with the Fact Table Date Column.

3. In the first argument of the CALENDAR function we need the first day of the year for the earliest date in the fTransactions Date Column. To achieve this goal, in the first argument of CALENDAR we use the formula element: DATE(YEAR(MIN(fTransactions[Date])),1,1)
   i. The MIN Function picks out the smallest date in the Date Column of the fTransactions table.
   ii. The YEAR Function extracts the Year of the smallest date and delivers it to the first argument of the DATE Function.
   iii. The DATE Function uses the year delivered by the YEAR function and then with the Month = 1 and Day = 1, DATE delivers the correct Start Date date to the CALENDAR function.

4. In the second argument of the CALENDAR function we need the last day of the year for the latest date in the fTransactions Date Column. To achieve this goal, in the second argument of CALENDAR we use the formula element: DATE(YEAR(MAX(fTransactions[Date])),12,31)
   i. The MAX Function picks out the latest date in the Date Column of the fTransactions table.
   ii. The YEAR Function extracts the Year of the largest date and delivers it to the first argument of the DATE Function.
   iii. The DATE Function uses the year delivered by the YEAR function and then with the Month = 12 and Day = 31, DATE delivers the correct End Date date to the CALENDAR function.

5. The Final Column of Dates is delivered as a Table to the Data Model.
v. To add a Calculated Columns with date attributes to our Date Table, click the New Column button in the Calculations group in the Modeling Ribbon tab.


vi. In the Formula Bar type the formula for Month Number, as seen below. This column is needed so that we can use it as the Sort Column for the Month Name Column and because it will be part of the calculation for Quarters. Later we will hide this column so that it does not appear in the Reporting interface.


vii. In the Formula Bar type the formula for Month, as seen below. This column uses the FORMAT DAX function. It is similar to the Excel Worksheet function, TEXT. The first argument contains the Date Column and the second argument contains the Custom Number Format for the month name. We used “mmm” to show the three-letter abbreviation for month.

viii. Because the Month Three-Letter Abbreviations would NOT sort according to the actual months in a year (Jan, Feb, Mar...), but instead would sort alphabetically if we were to drop this Field into a Report, we need to sort the Month Column by the Month Number Column. To do this, select the Month Column, then in the Modeling Ribbon Tab, Sort group, click the Sort by Column dropdown arrow, then check the MonthNumber Column.

1. The reason a date attribute field like “Month Names in a Year” will not sort correctly in reports is because the default sorting order in the Reporting features (in both Excel Power Pivot and Power BI) is to sort alphabetically. If you are familiar with Excel and PivotTables, you know that Month Names do sort by actual months in a year (Jan, Feb, Mar...); but this is because of a behind-the-scenes Excel Custom List. Because there is no Custom List for Month Names in Power BI, we must manually use “Sort by Column” to get the Months Names to sort by the Month Number Column, which will sort correctly given the default alphabetic sorting order.
ix. In the Formula Bar type the formula for Year, as seen below.

```
1 Year = YEAR(dDate[Date])
```

x. The company we are modeling for has a Fiscal Year Start of April 1. However, before we calculate the Fiscal Quarter and Year, we need to calculate the standard quarter for a Calendar Year. In the Formula Bar type the formula for Quarter, as seen below. This formula takes the month number and divides by 3. When we round up to the one’s position, this yields the correct quarter number for each row in the Date Table. You can also use an alternative formula as seen below.

```
1 Quarter = ROUNDUP([dDate[MonthNumber]]/3,0)
```

xi. Because our Fiscal Year starts on April 1, we need to convert the Standard Quarter to a Fiscal Quarter. In the Formula Bar type the formula for Fiscal Quarter, as seen below. This formula converts Quarter 1 to Quarter 4, and the remaining Quarters to one less than the Standard Quarter.

```
1 Fiscal Quarter = IF([dDate[Quarter]]=1,4,[dDate[Quarter]]-1)
```

xii. Because our Fiscal Year starts on April 1, we need to convert the Standard Year to a Fiscal Year. In the Formula Bar type the formula for Fiscal Year, as seen below. This formula converts the Calendar Year for the first three months (one standard quarter) to the correct Fiscal Year (Last Year) and leaves the remaining 9 months (last three quarters) as a Calendar Year.

```
1 Fiscal Year = IF([dDate[Quarter]]=1,[dDate[Year]]-1,[dDate[Year]])
```
xiii. We would like a short label for our reports. To accomplish this, we create a Text Formula for Fiscal Period. In the Formula Bar type the formula for Fiscal Period, as seen below.

```
Fiscal Period = "Q"&dDate[Fiscal Quarter]& - "&RIGHT(dDate[Fiscal Year],2)
```

![Create Column for Fiscal Period](image)

xiv. To get our Fiscal Period Field to sort correctly in our reports, we have to create a helper column that we can use to sort the Fiscal Period Field. To accomplish this, we create a Sorting Formula. In the Formula Bar type the formula for “SortFiscalPeriod”, as seen below. After we create this column, we must go back and using the “Sort by Column” feature (as explained in the previous step for the Month Field) to sort Fiscal Period Field by the “SortFiscalPeriod” Field.

```
SortFiscalPeriod = dDate[Fiscal Year]*10+dDate[Fiscal Quarter]
```

![Create Column for SortFiscalPeriod](image)

xv. To mark the Date Table as a Date Table so that Automatic Date Tables are NOT created and so all the Time Intelligence Functions know that the table is a Date Table, in the Modeling Ribbon Tab, in the Calendar group, click the “Mark as Date Table” button.

![Mark as Date Table](image)

xvi. The Finished Date Table looks like this:

![Finished Date Table](image)
In the Relationships area, we can drag and drop the Data Field from the dDate Table to the fTransactions Table to create a One-To-Many Relationship.

15] Drag and Drop Date Field to create Relationship between the Date Dimension Table and the Fact Table.
39) List of DAX Measures we need for our Visualizations & Tables in our Dashboards:

\[
\text{Total Units} = \sum ( \text{fTransactions[UnitsSold]} )
\]

\[
\text{Total Revenue} = \sum (\text{fTransactions,} \\
\quad \text{ROUND} ( \text{fTransactions[UnitsSold]} * (1 - \text{fTransactions[Discount]} ) * \text{RELATED (dProduct[RetailPrice]} ) ) , 2 )
\]

\[
\text{Total COGS} = \sum ( \text{fTransactions[COGSTotal]} )
\]

\[
\text{Total Gross Profit} = [\text{Total Revenue}] - [\text{Total COGS}]
\]

\[
\% \text{ Gross Profit} = \text{DIVIDE} ( [\text{Total Gross Profit}], [\text{Total Revenue}] )
\]

\[
\text{Ave Daily Gross Profit} = \text{AVERAGEX}(\text{dDate},[\text{Total Gross Profit}])
\]

\[
\text{Ave Daily Rev} = \text{AVERAGEX} (\text{dDate},[\text{Total Revenue}])
\]

\[
\text{Ave Transaction Revenue} = \text{AVERAGEX} (\text{fTransactions,} \\
\quad \text{ROUND} ( \text{fTransactions[UnitsSold]} * \text{RELATED (dProduct[RetailPrice]} ) * (1 - \text{fTransactions[Discount]} ) , 2 ) )
\]

\[
\text{Rolling 12 Month Average Transactional Revenue} = \text{CALCULATE} (\\n\quad [\text{Ave Transaction Revenue}],
\quad \text{DATESINPERIOD (dDate[Date], LASTDATE (dDate[Date]), -1, YEAR )})
\]
40) Steps to create DAX Measures:
1] On left side of Power BI Desktop Window, click on Data Icon.
2] On the right side of Power BI Desktop Window, select the table that you want the Measure to appear under.
3] Click on the Modeling Ribbon Tab.
4] In the Calculations group, click the New Measure button.

5] Our first Measure is for Total Units. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter.
6) Notice that the Icon for a Measure is a Hand-Held-Calculator.

7) Once you create your Measure, select the Measure, and add the desired Number Formatting from the Formatting group in the Modeling Ribbon Tab.

8) From the Format: dropdown Arrow, select “Whole Number” Number Formatting.

9) The next Measure is for **Total Revenue**. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen at the top of the next page.

   1. **SUMX** is an Iterator Function that can simulate a Calculated Column inside a Measure. In the first argument of **SUMX** is the table we will iterate over (the fTransactions table).
   2. In the second argument of **SUMX** is the formula we need to calculate the Transactional Line Item Revenue for each row in the fTransactions table.
      i. This formula takes the Units Sold for each row times one minus the Revenue Discount times the Retail Price.
      ii. For the Retail Price, the RELATED DAX Function uses the Relationship between the Fact Table and the Product Table to lookup the correct price for each product for each row in the Fact Table. The RELATED Function is working on the Many Side of the Relationship to retrieve the price from the One Side of the Relationship.
      iii. The **ROUND** function rounds the Line Item Revenue for each row in the Fact Table.
      iv. The second argument in **SUMX** generates an internal array of Line Item Revenue amounts, just as if there were a Calculated Column.
   3. The **SUM** part of the **SUMX** function then sums the internal array of numbers to get a single aggregated sum.
   4. Reminders about creating Measures in Formula Bar:
      i. If you want to create the DAX Formula on different lines, use **Shift + Enter** to create a new line and **Tab** to indent the formula line.
      ii. You can zoom in the Formula Bar by using **Ctrl** and Rolling the Wheel on your Mouse.
10] After creating the Measure for Total Revenue, click Dollar Sign Dropdown in Formatting group.
11] select the Measure and then add the Number Formatting “$ English (United States)”.

12] The next Measure is for Total COGS. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter. Add the “$ English (United States)” Number Formatting.
13] The next Measure is for **Total Gross Profit**. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter. Add the “$ English (United States)” Number Formatting. This formula uses two Measure that we already created: [Total Revenue] and [Total COGS].

![Image](image1.png)

14] The next Measure is for **% Gross Profit**. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter. Add the Percentage Number Formatting. This formula compares Total Gross Profit in the numerator to Total Revenue in the Denominator using the DIVIDE DAX function. The advantage of using the DIVIDE function rather than straight division is that if the division results in a Divide-By-Zero error, the DIVIDE function will display a blank.

![Image](image2.png)

15] The next Measure is for **Average Daily Gross Profit**. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter. Add the “$ English (United States)” Number Formatting.

1. AVERAGEX is an Iterator Function that will allow us to calculate an array of daily gross product amounts and then use the array of values to calculate the average, resulting in an average of daily gross profit amounts.
2. The key to this formula is that we put the Date Dimension Table with the correct day level granularity into the first argument of AVERAGEX. This allows calculations at the day level for the Total Gross Profit BEFORE we average the resulting values.
3. In the second argument of AVERAGEX we use the Total Gross Profit Measure. The goal is to have the Total Gross Profit Measure iterate the dDate table and calculate the Daily Gross Profit, and then use the resulting amounts to calculate the average.
4. Because we are using a Measure that is iterating the dDate Table, the hidden CALCULATE function (that accompanies all Measures) performs Context Transition which takes the row level day-date filter from each row in the dDate Table and converts it into Filter Context allowing the single day-date filter to flow across the Relationship and filter the Fact Table down to just the transactions for the given date and as a result calculate the correct Total Gross Profit for each day.
5. After the array of daily gross profit amounts are created in the second argument of AVERAGEX, then the AVERAGE part of AVERAGEX calculates the average of daily gross profit amounts.

![Image](image3.png)

16] The next Measure is for **Average Daily Revenue**. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter. Add the “$ English (United States)” Number Formatting. This formula calculates similarly to the previous formula, except that it calculates the Average of Daily Revenue amounts.

![Image](image4.png)
17] The next Measure is for **Average Transactional Revenue**. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter. Add the “$ English (United States)” Number Formatting.

![Formula for Average Transactional Revenue]

18] The next Measure is for **Rolling 12 Month Average Transactional Revenue**. Click in the Formula Bar and create the formula as seen below, then hit Enter. Add the “$ English (United States)” Number Formatting.

1. Because we are using the previous formula, Ave Transactional Revenue, but we need to change the filter context from the Month Filter that will be listed in the visualization to the Last 12 Months, we need to use the function that can change the Filter Context: the DAX CALCULATE function.
2. In the first argument of CALCULATE we place our Measure.
3. In the second argument of CALCULATE we use the DATESINPERIOD DAX function to generate a list of valid dates for the Measure. In our case, we need all the dates from the last day in the current Filter Context extending back one year.
   i. This function requires:
      1. First argument = the first column from the Date Table.
      2. Second argument = start date. We use the LASTDATE DAX function to pick out the last date in the current Filter Context (like last day in month for a Month Date Period).
      3. Third argument = how many time intervals. We need to jump back one year and so we use minus one.
      4. Fourth argument = the time interval. Our time interval is Year.
4. With the valid list of dates extending back one year in the second argument of the CALCULATE functions, the Fact Table is then filtered down to the correct dates and the transactional amounts are used in the [Ave Transactional Revenue] Measure.

![Formula for Rolling 12 Month Average Transactional Revenue]

**First Column From The Date Table**  **Start Date**  **How Many Time Intervals**  **Time Interval**
19) The final list of Columns and Measures below the fTransactions Table looks like this:

41) Hide Items from Report View:
   1) To make the Reporting environment easy to use, we need to hide any Columns, Tables or Measures that we will not need as part of Data Modeling Steps, but not needed in Reporting View.
   2) In the Relationship area you can select multiple columns as seen here:

3) Right click and click on “Hide in report view”
In our Data Model we want to hide these Fields:

1. **dDate Table**
   - i. Date
   - ii. MonthNumber
   - iii. Quarter

2. **fTransactions Table:**
   - i. COGSTotal
   - ii. Date
   - iii. Discount
   - iv. ProductID
   - v. SalesRep
   - vi. UnitsSold

3. **dProduct Table:**
   - i. RetailPrice
   - ii. SupplierID

4. **dSalesRep Table:**
   - i. SalesRepID
Refine Data Model in Power Query by Removing Columns in dProduct Table:

1) We are allowed to go back and edit our Power Query queries at any time if we need to refine the Data Model.

2) In the Home Ribbon Tab, in the “External data” group, click the Edit Queries dropdown arrow and then click on Edit Queries.

3) In the Power Query Editor, select the dProduct Table Query, then select the CategoryID and SupplierID Columns, right-click the selected columns and then click on Remove Columns.

4) When you click the Close and Apply button.

5) The Refined data Model looks like this:
Create “Ave Daily GP” Tab or Page:

**Visual Goal:** Look at Average Daily Gross Profit across the dimensions: Product, SalesRep and Fiscal Quarter:

**Steps:**

2. On the Right we can see the Visualization Pane.
3. In the Fields Pane we can see all the Tables, Fields and Measures that are not Hidden from Report View.
4. At the bottom we double click the Tab and name the Tab “Ave Daily GP”.
5. The white area is the Empty Report Canvas where we can add visualizations to our Tab.
6) From the Visualization Pane, we click on Matrix option.

7) From the Fields Pane check the Ave Daily Gross Profit Measure under the fTransactions table and the Product Field from the dProduct table.

8) Resize Visualization as necessary.
9] With the Matrix selected, over in the Visualization Pane, click on the “Paint Roller” Icon or Format Icon. There are many options for Formatting. Often times we have to click around trying to find what we want.

10] Click Grid Dropdown.

11] Then change the Text size to 10.

12] Click Conditional Formatting Dropdown.

13] Use the Slider Bar to turn on “Data bars”.

14] The Result can be seen below. The reasons we chose this visualization are:

1. We used a Matrix because we wanted to see the specific number detail.
2. We used Data Bar Conditional Formatting to get a quick visual impression.

### Matrix Visualization for Ave Daily Gross Profit by Product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Ave Daily Gross Profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspen</td>
<td>$16,148.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beeswax</td>
<td>$9,459.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bellen</td>
<td>$15,579.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlotta</td>
<td>$10,551.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle</td>
<td>$1,551.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevate</td>
<td>$13,952.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flattop</td>
<td>$10,911.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangaroo</td>
<td>$12,468.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LongRamp</td>
<td>$17,000.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaturalElbow</td>
<td>$12,474.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad</td>
<td>$5,952.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunset</td>
<td>$13,046.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>$13,620.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trifly</td>
<td>$12,963.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang</td>
<td>$-5,793.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanaki</td>
<td>$59,948.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$267,521.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15] Hierarchies. Before we create our next visualization, we need to create a Hierarchy. Hierarchies are multiple Fields grouped together, for example Region and Sales Representatives within each Region. The benefits of Hierarchies are:

1. Hierarchies allow us to drag a single item to a visualization and have the single item display multiple fields.
2. With Hierarchies we can also Drill Down in Visualizations.

16] We want the two Fields SalesRep and Region to become a Hierarchy.

17] To create a Hierarchy for SaleRep within Region, click and drag the SalesRep Filed so it is over the Region Field, and then drop the SalesRep Field. Instantly you have created a Hierarchy. (This is much different than in Excel Power Pivot where you have to select both Field and use a Right-Click Method).

18] As seen below “Region Hierarchy” is now a single Item that can be used in Visualizations.

19] Click back in the white area of the Report Canvas, and then click on the Clustered Column visualization button.

20] from the Fields Pane, drag the Region Hierarchy to the Axis area and the Ave Daily Gross Profit Measure to the Values area.

21] Clustered Column Chart is shown below. Notice that only the Region is shown. To Drill Down to the next level, Sales Rep we need to take a closer look at the icon buttons in the upper right corner of the chart.
22] The First Arrow is greyed-out because the chart is showing the highest level, the Region level. Second Arrow from the left is the “Turn On or Off” Drill Down Icon. This drill down option will allow you to drill down into the level below in the hierarchy.

23] After you click “Turn On Drill Down”, the button changes to a dark-grey color.
   1. If this option is turned ON, this will cause a “Click on a Column in The Chart” to Drill Down to the next level. For example, if we click on the SE column, we would see only the columns for the SalesReps in the SE Region.

24] With the “Drill Down” Arrow (second from left) turned off AND with the chart showing only the Region Columns, if we click the Double Downward Arrow (third arrow from the left), we will go to the next level to show all the columns for all the Sale Reps.

25] With the Column Chart showing all Regions, after we click the “Go To Next Level” button, the chart shows the SalesRep Amounts.
26] After we Drill Down, the first button on the left, the “Drill Up” button, is no longer greyed-out. Click the Drill Up button to move up a level in the Hierarchy.

27] If we click the “Expand Down” Icon (4th Icon from the left), we will see both labels in the axis.

28] After clicking the “Expand Down” Icon, The Chart shows labels for both Fields in horizontal axis.

29] Next, we want to add a Conditional Formatting Rule to the Columns. To do this we click the “Paint Roller” Format button, then click the “Data color” dropdown arrow, then click the “Advanced controls”.
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30] To add a Fill Color for “Ave Daily Gross Profit” amounts greater than or equal to 20,000 and less than or equal to 50,000, create the rule as seen in the below picture.

30] Conditional Formatting Rule for our Chart Columns

Based on field

Ave Daily Gross Profit

Rules

If value is greater than or equal to 20000 and is less than 50000 then

31] The finished Clustered Column Chart can be seen below. The reasons we chose this visualization are:
1. With the Column Chart we can easily compare amounts across categories.
2. We can also Drill Down or Drill Up to see just sales Rep amounts or Region Amounts.

31] Finished Clustered Column Chart
32] Our next goal is to add a line chart that shows the change in “Ave Daily Gross Profit” over the Fiscal periods. However, we will run into a problem that we will have to deal with.

33] Click back in the white area of the Report Canvas, and then click on the “Line chart” visualization button.

34] From the Fields Pane, drag the Fiscal Period Field to the Axis area and the Ave Daily Gross Profit Measure to the Values area.

35] The resulting Line Chart contains axis labels that are not sorted correctly. We must go back to the Date Dimension Table and fix this sorting problem.

36] **Edit DAX Date Table.** To fix the sorting problem we need to add a new column in the Date Dimension Table that contains a number that we can use to Sort the Fiscal Period Field by using the “Sort by Column” feature.

37] In the Data area, select the dDate table, then in the Modeling Ribbon Tab, in the Calculations group, click the New Column button and then create the Calculated Column as seen below:
Making sure the “Fiscal Period” Column is selected, In the Modeling Ribbon Tab, in the Sort group we use the “Sort by Column” feature to sort by the “FiscalSort” column.

Because the “FiscalSort” Column is a Helper Column that we use in the Data Model but do not need in the Report View, right-click the “FiscalSort” Column Header and click on “Hide in Report View”.

Now, the Line Chart shows the correctly sorted Fiscal Periods along the horizontal axis, as seen below. The reasons we chose this visualization is:

1. We wanted to see the trend or pattern over time.

Correctly sorted Fiscal Periods
41] Our final element in our Dashboard is a Card that will show the values of a number of Measures.
42] Click back in the white area of the Report Canvas, and then click on the “Multi-row card” visualization button.

42] click on the “Multi-row card” visualization

43] With the Card Selected, check the Measures as seen in the picture below.

43] Check the Measures:
   1. Total Revenue
   2. Total COGS
   3. Total Gross Profit
   4. % Gross Profit

44] With the Card Selected, Format the Card in the following ways:
   2. Background dropdown, select color light blue.

44] We have to format our Card.

1. Card dropdown, “Show bar” Off
2. Background dropdown, select color light blue
3. Category dropdown, Text size = 13
45] After you resize and re-position the Card, our “Ave Daily GP” Dashboard is almost complete, as seen in the picture below.

46] The final task for this Dashboard is to edit the filtering interactions between the different visualizations. With the Matrix selected, click on the Format Ribbon Tab, then click the “Edit Interactions” button. This will allow us to edit the other visualizations (not the Matrix) and determine how they interact with the Matrix when we click on an element in the Matrix.

46] “Ave Daily GP” Dashboard. After we select the Matrix Visualization, we can use the “Edit Interactions” button to determine how other visualizations interact with the Matrix.

47] A close up of the Filtering Options that determine how the Clustered Column Chart will interact with the Matrix Visualization when we click on an element in the Matrix Visualization. Click to select option. When you click to select, the icon become grey.

**Filter** = Whole Column Value (Height) will reflect Filter From Matrix

**Piece of Pie** = Partially Formatted Column will reflect Filter From Matrix

**NO Filter** = Filter From Matrix will have NO effect on Column
Final “Ave Daily GP” Dashboard as seen below with the “Yanaki” Product selected in the Matrix Visualization:

![Dashboard Image]

48] “Ave Daily GP” Dashboard
For the Remaining Three Tabs (Pages), this handout will not list all the steps. Instead there will be a picture of the final Tab and a list of the basic elements for each Tab.
44) Create “Fiscal Report” Tab (Page):

1] Add a “Multi-row card” at the top with the Measures for Total Units, Total Revenue, Total COGS and Total Gross Profit.
2] Add a Clustered Bar Chart for Total Gross Profit by Fiscal Period. And for using the “Paint Roller” to format, add Data Labels and for Data Colors click Advanced Controls and choose Color Scale for the Total Gross Profit Measure.
4] Add a Matrix with Products listed in the Row Area and that lists the Measures % Gross Profit, Ave Daily Gross Profit, Total Units, Total Revenue, Total COGS and Total Gross Profit. Then add Conditional Formatting-Data Bars to the Total Revenue Measure. Finally sort the % Gross Profit Column Biggest to Smallest.
5] Add a Slicer (from Visualization Pane)
6] **Bookmark**. From the View Ribbon Tab in the Power BI Desktop Window, check the Box for Bookmark, then add two bookmarks, one for NE and SE Region, and then a second bookmark for the remaining Regions.
7] Name the Tab “Fiscal Report”. 
45) Create “Ave Last 12 Months” Tab (Page):

1] Add a Line Chart with the two Fields Year and Month in the Axis, and the Measures Ave Transaction Revenue and Rolling 12 Month Average Transactional Revenue in the Values area. For both the Title and Legend, format them to have a Font size of 12 and Bold.

2] Add a Matrix with Year and Month in the Row area and the Measures Ave Daily Rev, Ave Transaction Revenue and Rolling 12 Month Average Transactional Revenue in the Values area. Use the “Expand Down” Icon to show both Year and Month in the Matrix.

3] Add a Slicer for Year. In the upper left corner of the Slicer, use the dropdown to make the Slicer show the Years as a list.
46) Create “Question” Tab (Page):

1] In this example, we wanted to learn how to use the “Ask A Question” option in the Insert group in the Home Ribbon Tab in the Power BI Desktop Window. We typed out these two questions:
   1. “Matrix Total Revenue SalesRep by Product”
   2. “Supplier Slicer”.

2] Then we added some formatting
47) **Source Data Changes and Refresh:**

1) Copy the Excel files for the years 2021 to 2023.

2) Paste the Excel files for the years 2021 to 2023 into the Start Folder.

3) In the Home Ribbon Tab, click the Refresh button.

4) After refreshing, the Dashboards are updated with the latest data.
48) Publish Report so Tabs (Pages) can be consumed on any Device:
   1) After we save, we now have a Power BI Desktop file with the extension “.pbix”.
   2) All of the Tabs together are called the report, as seen here:

   ![Power BI Desktop with four tabs](image)

   2] Four Tabs (Pages) in one Report

   3) The report can be published to powerbi.com so that the Report and the Tabs (Pages) can be consumed on any device.

   4) In order to share:
      1. You need a Power BI Pro license, [https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/service-features-license-type](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/service-features-license-type)
      or
      2. We can Publish to Web and report will be available to public.

49) Publish and Share with Power BI Pro Account:
   1) To Publish you will need an account, either an individual account or an account through your employer. If you don’t have an account, you can create an account after you click the Publish button.
   2) To publish the report, go to the Home Ribbon Tab, then all the way on the right side, in the Share group, click the Publish button to publish to “powerbi.com”.

   ![Power BI Desktop with Publish button](image)

   1] Publish button to publish to “powerbi.com”
3] Sign in or use the “Need a Power BI account? Try for free” link.

[Image of the sign in page]

3] “Need a Power BI account? Try for free” link

4] In next window, we publish to My Workspace.

[Image of the publish to Power BI page]

5] Click open link to open report in the powerbi.com web site.

[Image of the publishing to Power BI page]

5] Click Open Link
6. We can view the report in powerbi.com
7. We can click on any one of the tabs
8. We can click on any one of the visual elements to filter the report.
9. We can edit the report using the Edit button.
10. If you have Power BI Pro, you can use the Share button:

![Share button](image)

11. After clicking Share, you can try it free for 60 days:

![Upgrade to Power BI Pro](image)

12. Now when we click Share, we can add the e-mails of the people who can see the report.

13. Report Link is available.

14. Click Share and e-mails will be sent.

![Share options](image)
50) From the published report at powerbi.com, we can use the File menu to:
   1) Save As.
   2) Print Current Page.
   3) Embed Code for SharePoint Online.
   4) Publish to Web for public consumption (get embed code to use in a web site).
   5) Export as a PowerPoint Slide Show.
   6) Download “.pbix” file.

51) Publish to Web with Free Power BI Desktop version and allow public to review Report:
   1) From File Menu, select “Publish to web”, then copy code and paste code into web site editing tool.

52) In Power BI Desktop, if we use Ctrl + P (Print):
   i. In Power BI Desktop, if we use Ctrl + P (Print), all of our Dashboards (each tab in our report) will be published as a pdf file

53) Power BI Web site:
   i. To log in to see published reports and accomplish other Power BI Online goals, go to powerbi.com and log in.
54) Dashboards, Reports, Workbooks or Data Sets (Terminology for Power BI Report and Power BI Online):
   i. Power BI File "pbix":
      1. Report = Power BI file:
         i. Created with Power BI Desktop
         ii. Contains:
            1. The Tabs (Pages)
            2. The Data Model connected to the Columnar Database.
      2. Data Model contains:
         i. Tables that are stored in Columnar Database.
         ii. Relationships between tables.
         iii. DAX Formulas.
         iv. Hierarchies.
      3. Tab (Page) in Power BI File = A Page with a set of visuals.
   ii. Power BI Online "powerbi.com":
      1. Workspace = collection of Dashboards, Reports, Workbooks and Data Sets for a specified set of people (e-mail addresses).
      2. Dashboard = a place to pin Pages (Tabs) or individual visuals in Power BI Service website. A Dashboard can contain Pages and visuals from different Reports and Data Sets.
      3. Reports = list of published "pbix" files.
      4. Workbooks = published Excel Workbooks that we can view in Excel Online.
      5. Data Set in Power BI Report = a single Data Model.
         i. Each Report is connected to One Data Set.
         ii. Dashboards can be connected to Tabs from different Reports and thus different Data Sets.
   iii. Picture of the four areas in Power BI Online after you click on a Workspace:
55) Create Workspace:
   i. Workspace = collection of Dashboards, Reports, Workbooks and Data Sets for a specified set of people (e-mail addresses).
   ii. To create Workspace:
       1. On the left click “Workspaces”.
       2. Then click on Create App Workspace, as seen here

   3. Name the Workspace.
   4. Create Privacy Settings.
   5. Add e-mails for people who can join workspace.
   6. Click Save.
56) Publish Power BI “.pbix” files to Power BI Online (powerbi.com):
   i. Use the Publish button in the “.pbix” File (as shown earlier in handout).

57) Publish Excel File to Power BI (Upload Excel File to powerbi.com) with Office 365:
   i. In Excel go to File Menu.
   ii. Then click on Publish.
   iii. Select Workspace.
   iv. In the Publish to Power BI window select one of these options:
      1. Upload your workbook to Power BI
         i. You can’t edit your workbook when open in Power BI.
         ii. When you upload, the Data Model is uploaded.
         iii. Your workbook will appear in Reports.
         iv. Choose this option if want to see your worksheets, PivotTables and Charts at Power BI Online (powerbi.com) web site using Excel Online.
      2. Export workbook data to Power BI
         i. The Excel Power Pivot Data Model is exported into a new dataset in Power BI.
         ii. If you have any Power View sheets, those will be re-created in Power BI as reports.
         iii. You can then build a new Power BI Report in the Power BI Online Edit mode.
58) Publish Tabs to Power BI Online Dashboard:
   i. Steps to create a Dashboard:
      2. Select a Tab in a Power BI Report.
      3. Click “Pin Live Page”.
      4. Click New Dashboard.
      5. Type Dashboard Name: “TwoTabDashboard”.
      6. Click “Pin Live”. 
9. Click “Pin Live Page” and pin the Tab to the existing Dashboard “TwoTabDashboard”.

10. 

11. All Dashboards will now appear in Dashboard Group in your powerbi.com site:
59) **View Excel Sheets from Uploaded Excel File:**

i. On the Left, click on Workbooks.

![Image of Workbooks](image1.png)

1) **Workbooks**

ii. You can view and interact with the Worksheets from the Published Excel Workbook File in Online Excel at the powerbi.com web site:

![Image of Online Excel](image2.png)

2) **View and Interact in Excel Online at powerbi.com web site**

iii. The Published Workbook File is also listed in the main report menu

![Image of Workbook Tab](image3.png)

3) **You can access Workbook in Workbook Tab.**
60) Create Power BI Report based on Excel File:
  i. On the left click MSPTDA Workspace.
  ii. In Data Sets area, you can click on “Create Report” to Create a Power BI Report.

3] After Creating and Saving Report, it appears in Report area.